Animals are known to be able to rapidly transfer knowledge between tasks with similar structure. 4 We trained a set of mice on a visual change detection task with multiple stages, starting with 5 direct transitions between gratings, adding an intervening gray screen, and subsequently moving 6 to multiple sets of natural images. We observe that, when progressing to new stages, the 7 performance increases very fast. However, when transitioning to a task of higher complexity, the 8 peak performance decreases. This setup facilitates for the first time an experimental platform to 9 study the transfer learning phenomena in mice using visual stimuli. Based on these results and 10 additional neuroscience insight, we propose a cognitive model to explain the quick adaptation 11 observed in mice. It extends a deep Q learning agent with a multi-tiered architecture and the 12 possibility of performing a representation remapping at every level of the hierarchy to prevent the 13 downstream propagation of representation anomalies. This architecture provides the substrate of 14 an adaptation algorithm based on ideas of optimal transport of probability distributions. It matches 15 well key behavioral aspects observed in mice and the experimental constraint that the mice are 16 initially trained using a single task variant before it transitions to the new training phase. The 17 modelling process helped us to gain biological insights: first, the optimal transport mechanism 18 of the representation remapping indicated that a possible reason for the reduced performance 19 when mice move to a new more complex task could be due to limited representation resources 20 which were optimized for the previous task. Second, the multi-tiered architecture was first an 21 engineering constraint and later a biologic insight confirmed by the literature. A final insight came 22 from the computations required to perform the representation remapping. These computations 23 are interesting because they could help to confirm this transfer learning theory by looking for 24 similar neural correlates during the adaptation process.
where Z is the is the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of the Gaussian distribution and HR W 105 and F A W are the hit rate and the false alarm rate within a window of W non-aborted trials 2 , bounded to Figure 2. In the task, there are two types of trials: Go and Catch corresponding to trials with a change or without respectively. Depending of the mouse response, a trial can be classified as: i) Hit: when a mouse licks on the last image of a go trial, ii) False alarm happens when the mouse licks during the last image of a catch trial, iii) Miss occurs when the mouse does not lick at all during a Go trial and iv) Correct reject happens when when the mouse does not lick at all during a catch trial 0.10 (σ = 0.10) 0.22 (σ = 0.18) 0.17 (σ = 0.22) 2.1 Quantifying transfer learning 108 We study the transfer learning capacity of 27 mice at different stages of the training procedure discussed 109 in section 2. We quantify the learning efficiency of the mice by first computing the time series of running 110 d , with window (W) of 100 trials, for each mouse and each session of every training phase. The second 111 step is to identify, for each first session of every training phase j, the first trial number where d is equal 112 or greater than 1 (t j ). Finally, we quantify the mouse transfer learning ability by measuring the relative 113 learning efficiency when it is exposed for the first time to training phases 2, 3 and 4 compared to the 114 learning efficiency demonstrated during the first session of the first training phase. This rate is formally 115 defined as follows: (2) Table 1 shows the median and corresponding median absolute deviation of each Rate mice i,1 indicator. The 117 main observation is that mice are consistently reaching a d greater or equal than 1 during the first session 118 of training phases 2, 3 and 4 more quickly than during the first session of training phase 1. This indicates 119 the mouse's ability to quickly accommodate to task variants by leveraging skills acquired in previous tasks. 120 The Ratio mice i,1 indicator is used later in section 3.4 to discuss the plausibility of a new transfer learning 121 model and to compare it against a baseline implementation. Mice rates are significantly below 1 with 122 p-values 3 of 0.00049, 0.0004 and 0.006 respectively.
123 Figure 3 shows the evolution of the average d during particular training sessions of interest to study 124 transfer learning. Figure 3 .a) corresponds to the first session of the first training phase. During this session, 125 mice are exposed to the change detection task for the first time. We will use this case as reference case 126 to quantify the mouse transfer learning ability. In this case, it takes an average of 638 trials (σ = 470) 127 to achieve a d of 1. the temporal dynamics of the task; when transitioning from phase 2 to phase 3, we are increasing the size 138 of the image dictionary from 2 types of gratings to 8 different natural images. We hypothesize that this phenomena could be due to a quick adaptation mechanism trying to recycle existing resources to speed up 140 the learning process. Therefore, the increased representation complexity in the new task after the transition 141 could cause a slightly reduced performance. This hypothesis is confirmed by the analysis of the transition 142 between phase 3 and 4. The difference between these two phases is that the image dictionary changes to 143 a new one with the same number of images, thus the representation complexity requirement is the same.
Figures 3.d) shows that the maximum average d during the first session of training phase 4 is not lower 145 than during the last session of the previous training phase. 146 These results indicate that mice performing visual discrimination experiments are able to take advantage 147 of knowledge acquired during their recent training history to improve their learning efficiency of new task 148 variants. A second observation is that the maximum achievable performance due to the quick adaptation 149 mechanism seems to depend of the relative representation complexity requirements of the new task. 
MODEL
The model architecture is based on two architectural principles: i) a multi-tiered architecture and ii) the Our first design principle is a multi-tiered architecture. It is first suggested by the well-known hierarchical organization of the sensory cortex. A more precise indication of the relevant hierarchy is given by in-vivo 156 recordings from monkeys trained to detect changes in patterns composed of vibrotactile flutter stimuli.
157
These recordings show that the primary somatosensory (S1) has a faithful representation of stimuli but not spaces is a functional requirement of the actual adaptation algorithm that we will discuss in section 3.3.
180
The multi-tiered architecture tailored to change detection tasks together with the idea of representation 181 firewalls are our main model architectural biases. In the introduction, we discussed that transfer learning 182 seems to be a context specific ability. Our particular multi-tier architecture also facilitates transfer learning 183 across a finite range of task variants. Supplementary section 1 discusses a generalization of this model 184 to accommodate more complex environments. Next, we will discuss the model inference and adaptation 185 details, the simulated environment and the experimental results. ArgM ax a t q t with an exploration noise .
192
Our model implementation has three tiers and each tier has a similar functional structure with 3 Enc1 does feature extraction from current image frame and reduces dimensionality from 84 to 6 198 (out 1,t = Enc1(s 1,t )). The second tier is Enc2. It extracts dynamic environment features. We are unsure 199 of the exact location for these processes, and it could be in higher order visual or association areas. They 200 are both implemented with Feed Forward Networks (FFN). Enc2 uses the current and the 2 previous Enc1 201 outputs as inputs (s 3,t = out 2,t = Enc2(s 2,t ) where s 2,t = Concatenation(out 1,t , out 1,t−1 , out 1,t−2 )).
202
Finally, the policy network DQN is also a FFN which computes the quality vector (q t (a) = DQN (s 3,t )).
203
Finally, the agent selects the action (lick or not lick) with bigger quality 4 .
204
Each tier has 3 functionalities:
205
• i) Feature extraction as discussed above.
206
• ii) Anomaly detection in the input distribution.
207
• iii) Representation remapping through optimal transport.
208
These three functionalities facilitate the quick adaptation to environment variants. Feature extraction is 209 implemented using respective FFNs (i). The second functionality is to detect input anomalies. Enc1 and 210 Enc2 implement this functionality by fitting a decoder Dec1 and Dec2 respectively and then using the 211 reconstruction loss to monitor possible changes in the input distribution of the corresponding tier:
212 Table 2 . Nomenclature used in figure 4 i t Stimulus data s 1,t Feature vector generated by the CNN (feature vector in tier 1) s 1,t Remapped feature vector in tier 1 s 2,t Feature vector generated by the tier 1 encoder s 2,t
Remapped feature vector in tier 2 s 3,t Feature vector generated by the tier 2 encoder s 3,t Remapped feature vector in tier 3 q t Quality value for each possible action a t Selected action OT [1, 2, 3] Remapping function in level 1,2 and 3 respectively δ [1, 2] Reconstruction loss of autoencoder in level 1 and 2 respectively δ 3
External reward CNN Convolutional neural network Enc1 feature extraction in tier 1 (also encoder of autoencoder of tier 1) Dec1
Decoder of autoencoder of tier 1 Enc2 feature extraction in tier 2 (also encoder of autoencoder of tier 2) Dec2
Decoder of autoencoder of tier 2 DQN FFN delivering a quality value for each possible action ArgMax Action selection
Anomalies in the policy network DQN are identified with a drop in agent running performance. A 213 sustained anomaly in time is indication that the input distribution of a tier has changed. We updated these 214 indicators continuously as follows:
where W is a backward window and r t is a reward delivered by the environment. We discuss the environment 216 emulation details in section 3.1.
217
The third functionality is the representation remapping through optimal transport. When both source and 218 target distribution are discrete, then the optimal transport is defined as:
where P and Q are the categories of the new and the original input distributions, OT and C are the 
227
Equation 5 is a convex optimization problem that depends on the probability masses µ p and µ q , and the 228 transport cost matrix. This formulation has two main difficulties: first, it requires a online unsupervised 229 process running in parallel to cluster the input space and to extract the probability masses as well as the 230 cluster prototypes P and Q from the new and the original input data respectively. In this paper we assume 231 that this process occurs but we will not discuss a particular solution (e.g. (Lin, 2013) ). Second, the cost 232 matrix does not exist. Instead, we propose to evaluate the cost of a particular transport by measuring the 233 external reward. For instance, if we are trying to perform adaptation on Enc1 input, then we will aim to 234 find an OT 1 matrix that minimizes -δ DQN,t while taking into account the probability mass preservation and 235 overall entropy constraints. The following cost function implements our goal to transform the new input 236 distribution into the old one while preserving the environment dynamics and the agent task performance:
where:
For the original distribution, probability mass estimates are computed using data captured during normal 239 operation. For the new distribution, estimates are computed using data captured during the anomaly 240 detection period. In future work we would like to extend equation 7 with reconstruction losses from the tier 241 1 and 2. This could speed up the learning because δ W 1,t and δ W 2,t do not depend of sparse external rewards: 
This reward function assumes that being able to drink water when trying is used by the mouse as a 248 positive reinforcement and that not being able to do so when trying is a negative one. We are aware that 249 the reward functions is to some extend arbitrary in the sense that we don't fully know what is the internal 250 reward signal driving the mouse learning process. To minimize this uncertainty, we have summarized 251 the effect of different negative rewards in the agent performance (see supplementary section 2). We have 
Model adaptation 271
The model adaptation phase starts when the architecture is well trained (see section 3.2), under operation 272 and some of the indicators, presented in equation 4, detect an anomaly. The main result of this section is 273 algorithm 2. This algorithm describes the representation remapping process in detail assuming that we 274 know the tier where we want to do the intervention. We also discuss a candidate algorithm to identify the 275 tier level but we have not used it in the simulations. respectively.
282
Algorithm 1: Overall algorithm to detect and decide where to perform a representation remapping.
is an anomaly; 2 Call Algorithm 2 with optimal transport level i; 3 while δ W i+1,t is an anomaly do 4 i=i+1;
5
Call Algorithm 2 with optimal transport level i; 6 end 7 go back to normal operation as described in section 3;
The intervention selection algorithm is based on the idea that an anomaly at a particular level will start an 284 anomaly cascade in all downstream levels. Therefore, if we want to solve the cascade we have to start by are transformed by Enc1, Enc2, DQN and the current state of the corresponding transport matrix. In 294 particular, a bad transport matrix would make it very hard for the agent to collect environment rewards r t .
295
To cope with this difficulty, we propose an online optimization algorithm which alternates the interaction with the environment in order to collect /observation/action/reward traces with the progressive optimization 297 of the transport matrix.
298
Algorithm 2: Monte-Carlo based optimal transport for domain adaptation 1 i = optimal transport level ∈ {1, 2, 3}; 2 Initialize OT i with row/column dimensions defined by the sizes P and Q and uniform weights; 3 Initialize µ p and µ q for all ∀ p ∈P,∀ q ∈Q; 4 Initialize λ δ , λ p , λ q , λ OT ; 5 while not convergence(OT i ) do 6 ∀p∈P, Sample OT i : p q ∼σ(OT i (p, .)) and store P (p q ) = σ(OT i (p, p q )) ; Compute Reward for each step j of the trial:
Update OT weights using Montecarlo Policy Gradient update:
; 10 end 11 go back to algorithm 1; The goal of this section is to validate the plausibility of the model. A canonical model of transfer learning 316 does not exist (Haskell, 2000b) , and as such we compare against a baseline model. On defining the baseline 317 model, we specified the following modelling constraints: i) it should respect the multi-tiered architecture 318 discussed in section 3, ii) the adaptation process should involve the least number of resources and iii) 319 adaptation to a new task variant should be possible after learning a single task. Related to the second 320 assumption, we would like to note that any change detection task variant with a maximum of 1 gray 321 flash between images could be solved by uniquely optimizing the DQN tier because every unique image 322 sequence of length three would probably be encoded in a unique way in the input of the DQN tier. In that 323 sense, the simplest intervention (besides our optimal transport idea) to adapt to a new task variant would we are assuming that our model has been pre-trained with a single task. Given the above discussion, our 328 baseline model is based on a multi-tiered architecture pre-trained with training phase 1 and its adaptation 329 process to new training phases consists of training the DQN tier starting from random weights 5 .
330
Similarly to how we analyzed the transfer learning capacity in mice in section 2.1, we measure the 331 learning efficiency when our model and the baseline model transition to training phase 2, 3 and 4 starting 332 from a pre-trained state to solve training phase 1, 2 and 3 respectively. In all scenarios, our agent has 333 been trained following the inference process described in section 3.2 with an environment that emulates 334 training phase 1 or 2 or 3 as described in section 2 with a discrete time step corresponding to the 250 ms does not exist the concept of mouse identifier. In every simulation we assume we know the correct tier 340 to perform the representation remapping, so we are not using algorithm 1 because this is not a critical 341 component of our quick adaptation proposal.
342 Table 3 shows the median and corresponding median absolute deviation of each Rate baseline/OT i,1
indicator.
343
Row 1 summarizes the results for the baseline model and row 2 shows the results for our new model. We using the optimal transport mechanism before Enc1 (figures 6.b) and c)) or before Enc2 (figure 6.a)). larger image dictionary need to be mapped to the same images in the old dictionary. We hypothesize that 366 the similar phenomena of reduced maximum performance observed in mice when moving to a task with 367 larger representation complexity requirements can be due to similar cause. Precisely, mice may be capable 368 of a quick adaption by recycling existing resources dedicated to similar tasks. We believe this mechanism 369 is meant to increase survival probability when the environment conditions suddenly change by providing a 370 temporal solution until a long term adaptation process is able to optimize the mouse behavior in the new 371 environment.
372
Finally, figure 6.c) shows that our agent is able to reach a d of 2 with an average of 14 trials (σ = 0.2) 373 compared to the 187 trials (σ = 33.9) required when retraining the final policy network DQN . In this case, 374 algorithm 1 is able to recover the agent operation by optimizing OT 1.
Concerning the hyper-parameters of the lost function during the adaptation phase, we set them manually 385 according to the following criteria. For the two use cases involving the optimization at the OT 1 level 386 (figures 6.b and c), we used λ δ = 0, λ p = 0.05, λ q = 0.05 and λ OT = 2.0. We did not use R W δ (equation 7) 387 because in these two cases any mapping (OT 1) which preserves the probability masses of the old and the 388 new stimulus distributions and minimizes entropy of OT 1 is valid. We believe that a similar heuristic may 389 also be used by the mouse in order to minimize costly environment interactions. For the case involving the 390 optimization at the OT 2 level (figure 6.a), we used λ δ = 1.0, λ p = 0.05, λ q = 0.05 and λ OT = 2.0. In this 391 case, the validity constraints used in the previous two cases are also necessary conditions but not sufficient 392 because not all valid mappings from an optimal transport point of view can recover the correct operation.
393

DISCUSSION
We showed that the visual behavior dataset from the Allen Brain Observatory is a feasible platform to study 394 transfer learning in mice. We observe a significant increase of learning efficiency during the first session 395 after transitioning to a new training phase compared to the first session of the first training phase. We also 396 observe that transitioning to a similar task with superior representation complexity achieve a maximum 397 average d slightly inferior than the maximum average d achieved in the last session of previous training 398 phase. We also observe that transitions to more complex versions of the change detection task result in a 399 performance decrease 8 .
400
We have proposed a computational model based on two architectural principles: i) a multi-tiered 401 architecture suggested by the well-known hierarchical organization of the sensory cortex and evidence 402 from in-vivo recordings from monkeys trained on a change detection task; ii) the idea of distributed 403 representation firewalls in the input of each tier responsible for the conversion of actual inputs to expected 404 ones, thus preventing downstream encoding anomalies.
405
The model design was initially steered by functional requirements and just slightly constrained by 406 neuroscience literature. This methodological approach guided us towards an implementation of the 407 representation remapping based on optimal transport between probability distributions. Our implementation 408 turned out to predict the reduced performance when mice move to a new more complex task due to limited 409 representation resources which were optimized for the previous task. Similarly, the multi-tiered architecture 410 was first an engineering constraint and later a biologic insight confirmed by the literature. A final utility 411 factor of our design methodology came from the computations required to perform the representation 412 remapping because those can be interesting indicators in future experiments when looking for neural 413 correlates to confirm or refute our model. 414 We simulate our model to understand the adaptation capabilities to new task variants and we compare 415 these results with respect to mice and with respect to a baseline model designed following also a multi-416 tiered architecture and a more traditional adaptation approach. This comparative study of the transfer 417 learning ability in mice and machines is based on the computation of the relative learning efficiency when a 418 mouse/model is exposed for the first time to training phases 2, 3 and 4 compared to the learning efficiency 419 demonstrated during the first session of the first training phase. During the different types of task transitions 420 we can observe that the average adaptation efficiency rates of the baseline model are 3 to 4 times higher 421 than the average rates obtained in mice while the new model rates are of similar magnitude.
Finally, supplementary section 1 discusses a future research proposal. It extends our cognitive model and it is meant to contribute to both cognitive sciences and lifelong learning in artificial intelligence.
